
 

What we love about Alfie 
 

Full of life. 
Always happy. 

Very caring. 
Loves everything. 
Makes us all laugh. 

What is important to Alfie 
 

The most important thing to Alfie is having his family around him,                                        
he is very tactile and loves giving and receiving cuddles and kisses 
Alfie loves all of his toys and the Wii 
Alfie loves the garden and the trampoline 
Alfie loves two Jaffa Cake Bars in a bowl 
He loves to sing, dance, listen to music, watch TV especially                                   
Imagination Movers, The Fresh Beat Band, Bookaboo, Doodle Bops,                                                                  
Tom and Jerry and Good Luck Charlie 
Alfie enjoys looking at Flash Cards and reading books together 
Alfie responds well to praise, clapping, high five, cheering and thumbs up 
 

How best to support Alfie 
 

Give him time to express himself, through signing 
Check that he understands what you are saying 
Give him lots of encouragement and motivation, make things fun 
Talk to him at his level, making eye contact 
Make sure that he is changed regularly and taken to the toilet 
Alfie can have a very limited attention span, so be flexible  
Alfie needs constantly to be reminded to share and take turns 
Alfie can push, hit out or throw things, he needs space and will                                      readily 
sign sorry 
Alfie needs to be accountable for his actions, remove him from the                                      
situation and explain to him right and wrong 
Alfie needs total supervision when crossing the road; hold his hand and                                  
explain to him what is happening around him  
Windows need to be locked as Alfie likes to throw or dangle things out of them 
Gates need to be locked as Alfie will run off.  He also likes to climb over gates to try to escape.  
Alfie can get upset at laughter as he thinks it is directed at him; make sure that he is aware that 
either he has done something funny, by re-enacting using props or use Alice to help explain.  
Alfie loves trying to copy actions and facial reactions, encourage him to copy eg. putting toys 
away etc. 
Alfie needs total supervision in the kitchen as he can climb up on to the work surfaces; reach for 
knives, hot saucepans, plates etc. 
Alfie needs assisting up and down stairs, he also throws himself or tries to leap from the stairs. 
Alfie appears to feel very little pain, so needs checking over fully if he has fallen over or taken a 
tumble 

 


